WAC 16-623-040  Reporting a processor's plant capacity.  (1) According to RCW 20.01.510, a processor must report the daily total capacity in tons, cases or other legal and customary measure for:
   (a) Each crop; and
   (b) All plants that process any Washington agricultural product.
(2) For each processing plant reported, the report must include:
   (a) Name;
   (b) Site address;
   (c) Business address; and
   (d) Name of the person(s) who may receive legal service.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 20.01.020, 20.01.040, chapter 34.05 RCW, and 2012 2nd sp.s. c 7. WSR 12-19-031, § 16-623-040, filed 9/12/12, effective 10/13/12. Statutory Authority: Chapters 20.01 and 34.05 RCW, 2003 1st sp.s. c 25. WSR 05-09-094, § 16-623-040, filed 4/20/05, effective 5/21/05. Statutory Authority: RCW 20.01.040, [20.01.]125, [20.01.]370, [20.01.]380, [20.01.]410, [20.01.]510. WSR 00-22-071, § 16-623-040, filed 10/30/00, effective 11/30/00.]
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